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Abstract
In vitro differentiation of human intestinal organoids \(HIOs) from embryonic stem cells and induced
pluripotent stem cells offers unparalleled strategies to generate multi-cellular 3D structures analogous to
native human intestinal tissue. Current methods for generating HIOs require MatrigelTM, an undefined
tumor-derived extracellular matrix, limiting their use for regenerative and translational medicine
applications. Here, we describe a protocol for the synthesis of a fully defined, synthetic hydrogel based on
a four-arm poly\(ethylene glycol) macromer that supports the in vitro generation and culture of HIOs. We
also provide guidelines for localized in vivo delivery of synthetic hydrogel-encapsulated HIOs that
promotes engraftment and improved colonic wound repair in mice. This culture and delivery strategy
forms a basis for the development of HIO-based therapies to treat human intestinal injury.

Introduction
Human pluripotent stem cell \(hPSC)-derived organoids offer unparalleled strategies for generating multicellular 3D structures recapitulating important features of epithelial and mesenchymal tissue, making
them suitable for the study of many cellular processes1-4. Current protocols for organoid generation
employ naturally-derived materials which suffer from lot-to-lot variability, inability to decouple
biochemical and biophysical properties and, in some types \(e.g. MatrigelTM), their tumor-derived nature
limits their translational potential and reliability5,6. Therefore, synthetic, ECM-mimetic hydrogels that
present tunable physicochemical properties have demonstrated to be promising organoid culture
alternatives to naturally-derived matrices as these can mediate innate cellular responses via presentation
of bioactive motifs that promote cell-matrix interactions and cell-directed matrix degradation6. Here, we
provide a protocol for the synthesis of a fully defined, synthetic hydrogel based on a four-armed,
maleimide-terminated poly\(ethylene glycol) \(PEG-4MAL) macromer that supports robust and highly
reproducible in vitro generation of human intestinal organoids \(HIOs) from human embryonic stem cell \
(ESC)- and induced pluripotent stem cell \(iPSC)-derived intestinal spheroids without MatrigelTM
encapsulation. Additionally, we provide guidelines for the in vitro culture and passaging of fully
differentiated PEG-4MAL- or MatrigelTM-generated, hPSC-derived HIOs within the PEG-4MAL hydrogels.
Moreover, this hydrogel system offers the significant advantage of tunable reaction time scales for in situ
gelation for in vivo applications7,8. Therefore, we offer a protocol that allows the injectable delivery of
hydrogel-encapsulated HIOs to intestinal wounds via a colonoscope resulting in organoid survival,
engraftment, and wound repair. The modular design of this synthetic matrix and ability to deliver HIOs via
endoscopic techniques support the translational potential of this delivery platform for regenerative
medicine and overcomes limitations associated with the use of MatrigelTM for human organoid
technologies.

Reagents
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Synthetic hydrogel components • PEG-4MAL macromer \(MW 22,000, >90% maleimide-functionalized;
Laysan Bio) • RGD: GRGDSPC \(AAPPTec) • GPQ-W: GCRDGPQGIWGQDRCG \(AAPPTec) Cells • human
ESCs \(H9; NIH registry #0062) • human iPSCs \(line 20.1; generated by the Pluripotent Stem Cell Facility,
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center) Growth media and supplements • Advanced DMEM-F12 \
(Invitrogen, Cat. No. 12634-010) • L-Glutamine \(100×; Invitrogen, Cat. No. 25030-081) • Penicillinstreptomycin \(100×; Invitrogen, Cat. No. 15140-122) • B27 supplement \(50×; Invitrogen, Cat. No.
17504044) Enzymes and growth factors • Noggin \(R&D Systems, Cat. No. 6057-NG) • R-spondin1 \(R&D
Systems, Cat. No. 4645-RS) • Epidermal growth factor \(EGF; R&D Systems, Cat. No. 236-EG) Other
reagents • HEPES buffer \(Sigma, Cat. No. H0887) • DPBS \(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat. No. 14040133)
• MatrigelTM \(BD Biosciences, Cat. No. 354234)

Equipment
• Stereomicroscope \(Olympus SZ61) • Horizontal clean bench \(Labcono) • Costar Spin-X Centrifuge
Tubes \(Cole-Palmer, Cat. No. UX-01937-32) • Microcentrifuge tubes \(VWR, Cat. No. 10025-724) • pH
bench meter \(Mettler Toledo, Cat. No. SC S220-B) • Microcentrifuge \(Beckman Coulter, Cat. No. B30137)
• Large orifice pipette tips \(USA Scientific, Cat. No. 1011-8410 and 1011-9410) • Forceps and/or tungsten
needle • Colonoscope \(Coloview Veterinary Endoscope, Karl Stortz) • Biopsy forceps \(Coloview
Veterinary Endoscope, Karl Stortz) • 27G needles \(BD, Cat. No. 305109) • TB syringes \(BD, Cat. No.
309659) • Polyethylene tubing \(Bector Dickinson, Cat. No. 427406) • Plastic feeding \(gavage) needles \
(Instech, Cat. No. GTP-20-30-50) • 10 mL syringes \(BD, Cat. No. 309604)

Procedure
**A. Preparation of hydrogel precursor solutions** 1. Allow PEG-4MAL macromer, adhesive ligand \(RGD)
and crosslinker \(GPQ-W) to reach room temperature. 2. Based on the desired number of hydrogels and
final PEG-4MAL macromer concentration, weight out the amount of PEG-4MAL macromer and peptides
needed, considering that solutions will be prepared at 2.5X and 5X final density, respectively, as the
components will be mixed at the final volume fractions listed in Table 1. The RGD final density is 2.0 mM,
and the GPQ-W final density corresponds to 1:1 maleimide/cysteine ratio after accounting for maleimide
groups reacted with the adhesive peptide. Note: Consider the purity of the peptides and maleimide
substitution efficiency when calculating the mass of peptides. 3. Dissolve the peptide solutions, in
separate microcentrifuge tubes, using 20.0 mM HEPES \(in DPBS, pH 7.4) and adjust the pH of each
solution to 7.4. 4. Filter each peptide solution by transferring all solutions to a separate Costar Spin-X
centrifuge tube and centrifuge at 9,000 RCF for 1 min. 5. Dissolve the PEG-4MAL macromer in a separate
microcentrifuge tube using filtered 20.0 mM HEPES \(in DPBS, pH 7.4). 6. Mix PEG-4MAL macromer and
RGD solutions at a 2:1 PEG-4MAL/RGD volume ratio to generate functionalized PEG-4MAL \(PEG-4MALRGD) precursor solution, and incubate for at least 15 min at 37OC. **B. Preparation of human tissue
suspension** _B.1 Preparation of intestinal spheroid suspension_ 1. Human iPSCs or human ESCs are
cultured and differentiated into intestinal tissue as previously described9,10. Harvest the floating
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spheroids present in the cultures on day 4 and day 5 of mid/hindgut induction by vigorously pipetting
with large orifice pipette tips, and transfer to a microcentrifuge tube. 2. Resuspend at 5X final density \
(final density: 20-30 spheroids/hydrogel) in intestine growth medium11 and keep on ice. Intestine growth
medium: Advanced DMEM-F12 medium supplemented with L-glutamine \(2 mM final concentration), 15
mM HEPES, B27 supplement \(1X final dilution = 2 mL per 50 mL of medium), penicillin-streptomycin \
(final concentration 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin), and growth factors \(100 ng/mL
Noggin, 100 ng/mL EGF, and 500 ng/mL R-spondin1). _B.2 Preparation of human intestinal organoid
suspension_ 1. Human iPSCs or human ESCs are cultured and differentiated into HIOs as previously
described9,10. Mechanically dislodge HIOs from MatrigelTM by vigorously pipetting with large orifice
pipette tips to free the organoids from the MatrigelTM. 2. Transfer HIOs to a microcentrifuge tube,
resuspend at 5X final density \(final density: 2-4 HIOs/hydrogel) in intestine growth medium11 \(see
above for composition), and keep on ice. **C. Synthetic hydrogel casting** 1. Mix intestinal spheroids or
HIOs suspension with the PEG-4MAL-RGD precursor solution at a 3:1 PEG-4MAL-RGD/cell suspension
using large orifice pipette tips, and keep on ice. 2. Add crosslinker solution \(20% of the final hydrogel
volume, as shown in Table 1) to the bottom \(centered) of each well of a 24-well plate. Note: Follow the
next steps in the shortest time possible to avoid crosslinker evaporation. 3. Pipette the PEG-4MAL-RGD +
cell suspension \(prepared above; 80% of the final hydrogel volume, as shown in Table 1) into crosslinker
solution in each well using large orifice pipette tips. Note: It is critical to do sufficient mixing to obtain a
homogenous solution. Change to a fresh pipette tip after casting a hydrogel. 4. Allow hydrogel formation
by incubating the plate at 37OC for up to 20 min. 5. Overlay the hydrogels with 500 µL of intestine growth
medium \(see above for composition). 6. Replace medium every 4 d, or when the phenol red in the
medium turns yellow. **D. Organoid passaging** Passaging HIOs cultured in PEG-4MAL hydrogels is
performed similarly to tissue embedded in MatrigelTM, as previously described10. Briefly: 1. Mechanically
dislodge organoids from the PEG-4MAL hydrogel by vigorously pipetting with large orifice pipette tips to
free the organoids from the hydrogel. 2. Pool all the PEG-4MAL + organoids + medium from each well
into a sterile Petri dish containing 10 mL of warm DMEM-F12. By using a sterile tungsten needle or sterile
fine forceps, dislodge any large pieces of hydrogel that are still adherent to the organoids. 3. Under a
stereomicroscope, manually cut the organoids into halves using a sterile scalpel. 4. Transfer organoid
halves to a microcentrifuge tube, resuspend at 5X final density \(final density: 2-4 HIOs/hydrogel) in
intestine growth medium \(see above for composition), and keep on ice. 5. Repeat “Synthetic hydrogel
casting” steps to form fresh HIO-containing hydrogels. 6. Cut organoid halves will grow and expand.
Repeat HIO passaging every 7-10 d as necessary. We have repeat this expansion for up to 21 d. **E.
Organoid encapsulation and injection into colonic mucosal wound bed** Colonic mucosal wounds \(~1
mm2) can be generated using a high-resolution colonoscopy system \(Fig. 1), as previously described12.
The next day: 1. Human iPSC- or human ESC-derived HIOs that are generated within PEG-4MAL hydrogels
\(as described above) or MatrigelTM \(as previously described9,10) are mechanically dislodged from the
matrix by vigorously pipetting with large orifice pipette tips to free the organoids. 2. Transfer HIOs to a
microcentrifuge tube, resuspend at 5X final density \(final density: 2-4 HIOs/hydrogel) in foregut growth
medium \(see above for composition), and keep on ice. 3. Prepare hydrogel precursor solutions as
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described in Section A. 4. Load 10 µL of crosslinker in a custom-made device comprising a 10 cm piece
of intramedic polyethylene tube \(OD: 1.09mm) with a 27G neddle \(OD: 0.41 mm) in each extreme. To
construct this, the metalic needle will be removed from the hub and the blunt end of the needle will be
carefully attached to one end of the tubing, leaving the needle bevel exposed. Another complete neddle
will be connected to the tube through the needle bevel \(Fig. 1). 5. Mix HIO suspension with the PEG4MAL-RGD precursor solution at a 3:1 PEG-4MAL-RGD/HIO suspension using large orifice pipette tips,
and keep on ice. 6. Load the PEG-4MAL-RGD precursor + HIO mixture solution \(prepared above) in a 1
mL TB syringe. 40 µL of this solution will be used per injection. 7. Connect the custom-made device
containing the crossliker to the TB syringe with the PEG-4MAL-RGD + HIO suspension. Insert the nedle
bevel through the colonoscope forceps auxiliary pocket \(Fig. 1). 8. Using a plastic gavage neddle,
lubricate the mouse anus with a drop of PBS. Insert the colonoscope probe and identify the wounds
generated the day before through the high-resolution colonoscopy camera. A detailed protocol of murine
endoscopy for in vivo imaging and assessment of intestinal wound healing and inflammation, including
injury and wound bed injection procedures, is avilable online13. 9. Once a wound has been found, position
the colonoscope probe close to the distal end of the wound. Push the tubing through the auxiliary pocket
until the needle bevel is observed throught the camera and proceed to carefully penetrate the mucosa and
locate the needle bevel right at the wound bed \(submucosa; Fig. 1a,b). 10. Inject 40 µL of the
functionalized PEG-4MAL-RGD + HIO suspension. The functionalized PEG-4MAL-RGD + HIO suspension
will meet the crosslinker in the tubing and the hydrogel will be formed in situ at the injection site. A
successful procedure will be visualized by the formation of a small protrusion at the injection site. 11.
Pull the needle out and repeat at a different wound site \(only one injection per wound is recommended).
A new custom-made device containing the crossliker will be needed for each injection made \(repeat step
E.4 for each injection).

Timing
Varies based on experience working with hydrogels and organoids.

Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting advice can be found in Table 2.

Anticipated Results
1. Human iPSC- or human ESC-derived intestinal spheroids embedded in 4.0% PEG-4MAL-RGD hydrogels
crosslinked with the protease-degradable peptide GPQ-W should establish lumenized HIOs after 4-5 d in
culture. Spheroids will change shape during expansion and display epithelial budding at the interface
with the hydrogel and cell outgrows migrating into the hydrogel \(Fig. 2a,b). 2. Two-week-old, MatrigelTMgenerated human iPSC- or human ESC-derived HIOs transferred to the PEG-4MAL-RGD hydrogel \
(formulation described above) should continue to develop after at least 7 d in culture \(Fig. 2c).
Established HIOs grow in size, change shape, maintain a central lumen, and display epithelial budding at
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the interface with the hydrogel \(Fig. 2c). 3. In vivo injection of HIO-containing PEG-4MAL precursor
solutions at colonic mucosal wound bed will promote HIO engraftment into host tissue \(Fig. 1b,c) and
enhance wound repair 30 d post-injection.
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Figure 1
PEG-4MAL hydrogel serves as an injectable delivery vehicle in colonic mucosal wound model and
promotes HIO engraftment. (a) Mechanically-induced submucosal wounds were performed in the distal
colon of mice using a mechanical probe through a mouse colonoscope. One day post-wounding HIOs
generated in engineered 4% PEG-4MAL-RGD hydrogels or MatrigelTM were recovered from the matrix,
mixed with the engineered hydrogel precursor solutions, and injected underneath the submucosal
wounds. (b) HIOs mixed with engineered hydrogel precursor solutions were injected underneath
mechanically-induced mucosal wounds, as seen through the colonoscope camera. (c) In situ
hybridization, stained for human OLFM4+ cells, was performed 4 weeks post-wounding. A group with no
injections, was used as control groups. Bars, 50 μm.
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Figure 2
PEG-4MAL hydrogel supports robust in vitro growth and development of intestinal spheroids, HIOs, and
HLOs (a,b,c,d) Transmitted light images demonstrate 3D culture using 4.0% PEG-4MAL-RGD-GPQW
hydrogels. (a) hESC-derived spheroid developed into a HIO after 16 d. (b) hiPSC-derived spheroid
developed into a HIO after 21 d. (c) MatrigelTM-generated HIO after 7 d. (a,b) These organoids were never
embedded in MatrigelTM. (c) These organoids were generated via MatrigelTM embedding (as previously
described10,14) for at least 2-weeks and transferred to PEG-4MAL hydrogels for at least 7 d. Black arrows
show epithelial budding. Bars, 500 μm.
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Figure 4
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